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"That in furtherance of the
Board's vote on November 15,
1969, approving the principle of
faculty and student membership
on the Board of Trustees, approval ls hereby given for the
Board's membership to include.
two full-time faculty members
selected by the University Senate
and two full-time students In
good standing, one selected by
the undergraduate student bodies
and the other selected by the
graduate and professional student bodies.
"The selection of Trustees by
the University Senate and the
student bodies shall move forward prompt)y under procedures
mutually prec!sed In consultation
with representatives of the
Board, with fl view to the consummation oktbe Initial election and seating'of the faculty
and student members during the
forthcomin g meeting of the Board
In April,"

•

'

•

More explicitly, the Board is .
allowing the student body to elect
its Board representatives in accordance with rules and proce, dures set up by the Student Association (HUSA), The faculty will
elect !ts two representatives
tjirough the University S!!nate,
which comprises the entire
faculty.
According to HUSA President
D. Michael Collins, the election
( of the student membe~s will take
place on March 20, following
a WE!!lk of campaigning. Student
Council presidents from all of the
schools will serve as the election committee, since, being seniors, they are all exempt from
the nominations. Ray Cox,
a senior In Liberal Arts has
been given . charge of the
mechanics of the elections.
Collins stated that petitions
will be used In the nominations
with 200 signatures required for

undergraduates and 100 for gr aduate students. The Committee
has not yet finalized the qualifications for nominees, but Collins said that It will be necessary to set up a grade point
average requirement, and a residence (length ot time· that a
student has been at Howard)
•

According to Finley, there Is
a possibility that four •names
will be submitted to the Board,
which will select two of the four
nominees. The dates for the
faculty election ha_ve not yet been
set, but Finley said that they will
work to complete the entire process before the April meeting.
•

School planned
The Board of Trustees and
President James E. Cheek has
3jlnounced plans to establish
·a School of Business Administration at Howard University, effective September 1970.
Dr. Cheek said that "The demand for well trained Black business graduates ls keener now than
ever before; and the opportunities available to them cover a
wide spectrum of professional
and technical areas. Jn addition,
many of our graduates yearn
to part!a!pate In the economic
development process In 'the nation's inner cities.''

Mr.

Sagay

was interviewed
Wednesday, Jan. 28, in hls~ourth

floor office In the Nigerian embassy on 16th Street. Nigeria's
ambassador .. to the . u. s.,
Mr. Joseph Iyalla, was said to
be away In Nigeria for "consultations" and was expecled to
return sometime early this
-month.
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Project events
•

Today

•

Ar.t Show Reception
College of Dentistry

6-Spm
S o ul Rally

the entire human race and de- .
clared that the Unlversl_ty should ·
p!ege Itself to he\p people wper,
•
ever they are. He thanked the
project workers fbr their efforts ·
and urged other memi>ers Of the •
Howard community to lend their
support.
Dr. Katus Blaloey, . Co-Project
Director, followed him by saying, ''We are here because we ·
have a dream to which I and
others have become dedicated-I
the dream of establishing a compr11hens!ve. ·health center .In
Mll'ks and training the people
there to become self-sufficient
•
•" ·
In light of frequent charges
that HUMP ls neglecting the needs
of the local community, Dr.
Blakey stated that he considered
Howard strong enough to handle ·
problems on both local and national ievel.
•

•

•

Cramton Aud.

These views were supported
by co-director Dr. W. Lester
Henry, who added that unusual
health conditions and lack of.medical facilities in Marks justiI fied · going there.
Mter the project was blessed
by Dean of the Chapel, Evans
Crawford, the audience was Invited to tour the HUMP mobile .•
parked outside Cramton. It was
open to the public throughout the
day.
·
•

8 -llpm
Tomorrow
•

Bazaar
Men's Gymn
10am-5 pm
Bla c k Show
Cramton Aud .
8-11 pm
•

Tues.
Dr. Price Cobb
.co-auth . ''Black Rage''
Cramton Aud .

8- lOpm
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Howard University, Washington, D.C

New university

vie~

February 6, 1970
•

presidents

na~ed ··

Howard veterans _Clark and Stant.on appointed
Howard University President
James E. Cheek
has announced
.
'
the appointment of two . of the
University's veteran pfflclals· to
the newly _established positions.of
Vice President for Federal At.
fairs and Treasurer of the University, and Vice President for
Special Programs and Secretaryof the University.
Named · to the post of Vice
President for Fiscal Affairs was
James B. Clarke, 64, former
Trf!asure-r of the University and
Chief Business .and Financial Offic e r. Mr. Clarke, a native of
Phoebus, Vlrgll)la; has been employed at Howard University
since 1946 whe1;1 he was appolnt..r ed Assistant Treasurer. He was
appointed Treasurer two years
later.
•
G.
Frederick Stanton, 63,
Secretary of the -University and
Director of University Administration, Alumni Relationships, and Development, has been
appointed Vice President for Special Programs and Secretary of
the University. A native of Des
Moines, Iowa, Mr. Stanton has
served Howard University- in' a ·
variety of positions for the past
37 years.
•
Vice President Clarke, a graduate of Hampton Institute (B.S.

and . the University of Chicago (M.A. 1942), served as fiscal
officer at Hampton and at Delaware and Virginia State Colleges
prior to coming to Howard, He Is
a former president ofthe American Association of College Business Officers and ls .currently a
member of the executive committee of the Eastern Association
of College and University .Business Officers. In 1956 he was a ·
recipient of Hampton lnst!tute•s
· Distinguished Alumni Award.
• Vice President Stanton relce!ved the B.S. degree In Business Administration (magna cum
laude) frol'(l Howard University In
1953 and the M.A. In Economics .
In 1942. He received the Master
of Business Administration degree at Columbia University In
1951. Beginning his career at
Howard as a secretary in · the
Building and Grounds Department In 1933, M.r. Stanton has..
served as Budget Officer, Administration Assistant to the
President, Business Manager,
Secretary of the University and
Director of Deve'lopment and Alumni Relatlonshli;s, and Secretary of the University and
Director of University Administration, Alumni Relationships, and Development.
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CLARK

By Bobby Isaac
•
It ls difficult to give a time- .
try, he ruled along with 12 federal
table, Mr. Sagay pointed out,
commissioners who represent
but he seemed emphatic In his,
the country's 12 states and who
assertion that civilian rule "in
· also ''run th~ ·country.''
!ts entirety'' was an objective
During the hour-long Interview
of the Nigerian government, now
Mr. Sagay, who Indicated _that ·
headed
by
Black
Afr1ca's1
he was from the Midweste~n
youngest head of state, ~1-year
region of Nigeria, made clear
old .Major
that his government did not relish
- . Gen. Yakubu Gowon.
th.e use of the term "Blafra,''
!'.II"; Sagay, who sat at his desk
and that reference to the seceswith a smiling ·picture of _the
sionist territory had validity only
soldierly Gowon on the wall bewhen labelled as the "Eastern
hind him, explained that at: preregion."
sent although Gen. Gowon was the ·
(Continued on page 3) "
governmental head of the coun•
.
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espite aw·

The est!m ated 100 persons who
attended the university-wide assembly
In Cramton heard
speeches by persons connected
with project and saw slides of,.
the Marks area.
President Cheek opened the
program with a brief speech In
which he called the Mlsslsslppl ·
Project symobllc , of · the University's new direction.
"This project ls representative of how a university can ..
and must Interact with
the com•
mun!ty," he said. Cheek extended the comm •m!ty concept to Include

Nigerian .diplomat .discusses the war
War weary Nigeria has hopes
for an early return of civilian
rule according to Mr. I. J. Sagay,
the Nigerian embassy's head of
chancery.

.

By Gwen Ross

Board · election planned
Stewart
stipulation. Because of the serious importance of this election
Collins stated, "It will not be
tilken as loosely and as lightly
as the spring elections." .
Dr. Harold Finley, Chairman of
the Univer,sity Senate explained
that the Council of the University ·
Senate, which Includes ' some ·
faculty members and administrators, Will select two ·nominees
using their own rules. In addltl.on,
the entire University Senate (all
faculty members) will make two
nominations, and vote for two
of the four persons.

-

•

'

to continue

A reported attempt by Marks'
city officials ,to block the entrance of Howard's mobile health
unit with an old restriction . on .
trailers was Countered Wednes. day when Victor G, Reuther of
United Auto \Yorkers (UAW) offered a 54-passenger bus to
transport patients to the unit
outside the city.
The health mobile Is assentlal
part of a plan by the University's Mlsslsslppl Project (HUMP)
to provide one-the-spot medical
care for Marks residents In designated areas of the city. If
the trailer ban ls enforced, the
tr;iveling clinic would be forced
to operate outside the city limits.
"If you can't go to the people,
we'll bring the people to you'',
· declared Reuther, His offer came
during HUMP's kick-off . assembly, at which he presented
the trailer, an earlier gift from
UAW's Social~Technical-Educa
ttonal Program (STEP). ·
In presenting the unit to President Cheek, he called It
• • toward proa "modest first step
viding health care for the nation's deprived,'' and pledge\Jhls
·organization's continued support.
'Also on hand for the presenta•
tion was Gerald Daniel, Assistant
Director of STEP, who was in- I
S
•
strumental In obtaining the
Victor Reuther of United Auto Workers Project STEP presents
mc>blle unit for the university,
mobile unit keys to Pres. Check at HUMP's kick-off assembly on
. Wednesday .
.
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By Pearl
Two full-time students and two
full-time faculty members will
be officially seated on •the Board
of Trustees at !ts Ap ril meeting, as a result of the January
27 Board meeting at · which the
following decision was made:

•

•
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Campus bulletin 'board

•

•

announcements · of

All

campus

must be submitted no later than
Monday of the week th e ' noti ce is to

appear .
•

T he notice Should be typewritt e n
a11d doubte-spaced on eight by elevcr1
inct1

paoer :

•

•

lt

should

be

p l a c ed

in
•

10~

15 12:C10 noon, in the

Student Center, Room .110 .

•

T

...
•

•

•

J0 b

Basketball game

Are y o u r 01lingl1al?
Basketbal l Gan1e
Wash.ington Redskin s

•

l

February

'

The
HILL TOP
mai lb ox
in
the
Student Center or seni thr ough the
campus
mail
to
The HILL TOP,
Howard Unive rsity. ·
T o be eligible for publicatior1 t he
Jctivi ty o r event · mus~ be sponsore d
by a campus group and ope 11 to t h e
public.
Final decisio11 on pu blication re; t s
wltt1 The HILL TOP.

act i vities o r events of importance t o
be published in t his can1pus bulletin

Veterans

.
There w i ll :be a meeting of - the
Veterans · Association on Tuesday,

TODAY

•

College of Dentistry
6-8pn1
.

.

you ' interested

Are
~n worklr1g as a
Gol d en· Girl .....:ith the Port of New
York Authority during the su1nmer
"of 1970?

vs
HUMP
(Howard University
Mississippi Project)
Friday, Februar)I 13
8 :30 p.m.
Howard University
Men's Gymnasi'Um'
• Adm,issions$1," Students
$2, Non-students
Tickets may be purchased at the
HUMP office i n the Dental Sch oo l,
the Student Center, and E d Murphy's
Supper Club

®bituar~

the

answer to each of these
Quest~ons
is yes, inquire in the
Financial
Aid
and
Student
Employment
Office,
Rm.
221,
Administration Bldg. for additional
information.

Important

A SEPS meeting

There will be a
MEMORIAL DEMONSTRATION

The African Society or Engi11eers and
Physical
Scientists
w ill
hold
a
rnee ting on Sunday, February 8, at
12 : 00 o'clock
in G7, Chemistry
Bui ldin g.

-

Are you eligible to ti.articipate i n the
College Work-Study Progran1?
If

in·comm,emoration of the
?HA RPEVI LLE and ORANGEBURG

•
•

•

Massacres
Fri., F~b. 13 -

1 p.m. - Main Campus

''WE COME NOT TO MOURN ... "

Raymond ·srov.rn, a second year

student In the School of Law died
Wednesday, January 28., as a
result of an accident
'vhich
oc•
•
curred on January 25. Brown was
a June", · 1963 graduate of the
College of Liberal Arts,. and at
the tlm 8 of his death was employed as a Graduate Assistant In
the Office of Foreign Student
Service·. He Is survived by his
mother, Mrs. Alberta Brown,
who resides at 4427 Hayes Street,
N, E., Apartment 36. For specifics concerning the funeral ar. range'ments of Brown, contact the
Office for Student Affairs.

•

Cabaret
•

•

African Art Exhibit & Cabaret
featuring the Sounds Caribbean Unlimited
Sat., Feb. 7, 10 p.m. until 2 a.m .
St. Stephen's Church,
16th & Newton Sts., NW
donations at door
$3 single, $5 couple
Sponsored by the Pan African
Commit tee of The. Black United Front

•

•

•

•

'
•

Loans available •
. Student Loans up to ~750.00 are
available
to
United
Methodist
stu.dents. Please contact Rev. Harold
L1.oyd
Bell,
Wesley
House,
100
Bryant St ree t, NW, 387-5878 .

•

Business test

.i.

RC~s

The Admission Test for Graudate
StudY in Business will be given
tomorrow.
Both
the
free
administration for Howard University
students
and
the
regular
adm i nistration requiring payment of
the $10.00 fee is scheduted. All
applicants are reminded to report
w i th
proper
and
adequate
ident i fication to the proper t.esting
location.
Howard
University
students who
have
o btained
and
filed
a Fee
Exempt ion · Certificate
from
the
.University Counseling Service report'
to the Biology Building Auditorium
at 8:30 a.m.
'
Other applicants are to fe port tq the
Medical College Auditorillm at 8:30
a.m.

•
•

FSEE

•'

The Federal Service Entrance
Examination (!'SEE) will be ·act.
ministered on campus tomorrow
(Saturday, February 7) at 9:00
A, M. in the Chemistry Auditorium, Chemistry Building. All
seniors Interested In careers In
the Federal Government are
strongly urged to avail themselves of the opportunity to take

'f

this examination on campus. If

you have taken the examination

and
have
not passed It,
try again!
The Federal Service Entrance
Examination Is the basic Civil
Service Examination which, If
passed successfully, qualifies
applicants for a variety of
careers with the Federal Government In various locations In the
United States. It ·makes available career opportunities to college students regardless of ma'
jor.
Students must register to take1
the FSEE and may do so by
coming to th~ Placement Office
In Room 211 of tlie Administration Building-.
At the time the student
registers, he will be given Civil
Service Announcement No. 410
In which .t here are sample questions a11ct the FSEE Qualifications Brief. He MUST bring the
Qualifications Brief to the
examination room on February
7.

•

.

many-tentacled computer does time sharing plus regular compLitirig.
It's a generation ahead of its major competitor.
··

'

•

Once there were only monster
computers that did big batch
jobs like payrolls.
Then came the whirling
dervishes of time sharing that
!eta lot of people work at once.
Now there's a new kind of
creature that does time sharing
and batch work toge ther. So
lots 9f people can use it efficieiltly.
It's the Spectra 70/46.Th~ .. •
Ottopu ter. There'? nothing
else quite like it on earth
or under the sea.
The Octopu ter's arms are long
and strong. It sits in the
middle of your company and
reaches helping hands out in
all directions. Su.ddenly, your
company works·harder. More
of your people use the computer -solving more problems,
finding more fact?. writing
more programs. ·
And it does your big batch
jobs in its spare time. .
The Octopu ter does a real
armload of work for a handfu I of change. Check the
bills frQITJ your timei
sharing services.

See if it's not more efficient to
do the same work on your own
•
•
,...
Octoputer. And get batch
processing, too. One
more thing. The Oetoputer concentrates
on remote computing
because that's what
you're going to need
- that's where the
industry is going.
We got there fi~st

because co·mmunica lions is what
RCA is famous for. It'll keep us ·
."
~ · - -:
ahead of our compet ition .
It can keep you ahead
of you~. ~tep up to the
Octo"'1ter and shake
hands hands hands
hands hands hands .. :

-

ncn
COMPUTERS ·.
•

•

'

•

•
•

'

•

,

•

'

..
•
•

•

•
•

.
•

"'

•

For career information visit your College Placeme11t
Office.
.
-

•

'

'

•

l'
J

'

•

•

•
'

•

•

'
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One Niger.ia--what ·does the futur,e hold? ·
•

Now that the Nigerian civil
war Is over and the attempt to
"Keep Ntger!a One'' has succeeded, the principal concern of
Africa's most populous country
ls her future. What does the
future hold for . Nigeria? What
will be the future relationship
between the former Biafrans and
'
their
Nigerian brothers? What,
if any, significance does the Nigerian conflict have on the
struggle of Black people in America? These and other important
questions were recently put to
several of Howard's Nigerian
students. Here are some of the
responses and the reasons why:
Generally, those Nigerians interviewed saw a prosperous economic and a stable political future
for their l)omeland. Ralph Mord!,
a mid-western Ibo but not a
Blafran, went so far as to say,

by Robert Taylor
'
''Nigeria
will become the
strongest nation in Africa." This
prediction, while a little premature, is justifiable when we
consider that despite the agony
and · cost (estimated at nearly
$!-billion) of the Blafran conflict, Nigeria's economy ·and
political structure emerged virtually unharmed, Nigeria still
one of the healthiest and most
versatile economics· in Mr!ca. But there are conditions .
which could hamper her develop-

I

ment; one was mentioned by Peter

Onyewu - a former Blafran. Bro,
On~ewu
said that "Nigeria's
future ls difficult to determine"
because It will depend to a large
extent upon ''how well and how
soon she rehabllltates devastated
areas and provides for the people
in them.'' He added with a note
of urgency, "This is of utmost

Diplomat speaks on war
•

(Continued from page I)
The chancer y head shied away
from a definite answer in response to the question as to
the estimated loss of life in the
30 month civil strife. If news
accounts are to be believed, he
said, then there would be no
one alive in the rebel territory.
Similar misleading information
is given by the press in dealing
with reporting Vietnam war
casualty ·figures, he contended.

He said that the government will
attempt a census ''when things

a report to the U.S. Congress
by Black Congressman Charles
Diggs of Michigan who, following a study .of the war situation reported, "The study com, mission s'aw no Intent by the
Federal troops to follow a policy
of genocide toward the Ibo people,
·although the Blafrans gave the
impression of being genuineiy
fearful of such a development.''
In response to a question as
to Nigeria's policy concerning
36-year-old Gen. Odumegwu

are more settled'' but pointed
· out that the .immediate' concern
was with those who were still
living.
Nigeria has a job to do and is

I

'

.. ''prepared to ignore'' the inflated

press reports of starving children and the alleged lack of
administrat.i ve concern, It was
explained. Although there ls no
clai rp of one hundred percent
efficiency in the administering
of relief to civil war victims,
Nigeria is doing all that
is "humanly possible'' to aid
those in misery, 1vlr. Sagay said.
Jn ·answer to the question as
to whether or not all the news
mediu' s reports of the situation
were inacc ur ~t e~ Mr. Sagay had
mild !Jraise only for the New
York Times who he explained
s hould be given cr edit fo·r "tempering" their reports with some
reason ableness. He said all of

th.e press could do a better job.

had fallen

washington

He

Post
•

i11to .its usual addic-

tion of presenting only one side
of the story.
Concern was· especially expressed in an alleged incident
in Nigeria in which foreign reporters,\ desperate for sensational evidence of st arvation in
Black Africa's most populous
nation, staged a cruel pseudoevent by scattering Nige rian
coins on the ground and then
filf'.llng famished children as they
scr ambled.
'There is 1 ' no s liortage of food''
in Nigeria, · the Black diplom at
asse rted, emphasing the agricultural nature of the west
African country. Refe rring to the
emotion-provoking pictures of
starving persons, he explained
that if indeed some p'ersons have

been st arving and are thin and
emanclated, they were clearly
in that condition before the war's
end and that despite the government's concern no amotllltoffood

will make one \Vho has been
starved for a long time look
fat and healthy . in a few days.
Nigerian troops have "been
"very, very bus y" · feeding the
hungry and r ebuilding the country, Mr, Sagay said.
"The degree of devestation has
·" been great,'' he added. The nat19n has been rebuilding and replacing damaged and destroyed
1
roads and bridges to .speed food
dellverles, Mr. Sagay pointed
oot.
Black Americans "obviously''
support federal Nigeria, sal\I Mr.
. Sagay referring specl!lcally to

Project office .ID full s·w.ing~ ·

'

opinion, the most biased against
added that the

•

1

He r apped NBC as being, in his

Nigeria in its ne\vscasts.

•
importance.,,
The future relatlonshl11 between the former Blatraris and
th~lr Nigerian brothers (If statements from Howard's Nigerian
students are an accurate fore'
cast) will be one ·of "cautious
brotherhood.,; Most of the former
Biafrans werr a blf bitter but
seemed resigned to accept their
defeat and thus "One Nigeria."
Peter Onyewu simply replied,
"! have no choice but to accept
lt.'' Ralph Mord! termed former
Blafran leader Gen. Odumegwu
.Ojukwu's statement · that ,.as Jong
Students wait turn to tour health mobile parked outside Cramton
as he lives Blafra will live as
"purely emotional.'' None of the · after HUMP assembly on Wednesday .
..
Blafrans seemed to have nor ·
spoke . about ideas of guerilla
· actlvlt.y or a government in exile
'
as long as Nigeria provides for
By Gwen Ross
·
the security and development of
Stacks of hand bills, pamphDespite the large amo~t of ·
the Ibo people. And most indicalets, _and other literature line
interest showh, attendance at ·
tions, both he t'e and !n Nigeria,
the counters waiting to be dislast weekend's film festival and a
appear to say that the Nigerians
trlbuted. · Bulletin ·boards outspecial affair hosted by· Super
are willing and prepared to do
lining work duties stand in the
Club owner Ed Murphy, was not
this. Nigerian chief of state, Mag.
hallway. Telephones jangle over
in· line with the expectations. Both
Gen. Yakubu Gowen, has prothe constant click of typewriters
however, netted over $1000.
mised to feed and provllte for
as workers move briskly,between
Mrs. Holt expressed hopes that
. all the Blafrans and urged all
the crowded cubicles in the Denthe university co.mmunity would
Nigerians to greet the former
ta! Building. A banner.across one
follow President Cheek's urging
rebels as brothers. Charles A.
of them tells you that this is
to participate more fut!y in
AdetuJoye, a Nigerian student'
•
home of HUMP-scene for the
the fund-raisin~ ~vents.'
here at Howard, echoed Gowon's
last
four
months of the
This weekend's activities will
sentiments when asked if he bore·
Mlsslsslpp! Project's fundraisbegin with a soul rally on Fr!- ·
any host!Jlty toward the lbos.
day night in Cramton. Guest
He responed with three short · · .ing activities.
The air of excited urgency and
speakers will Include Gary
and brotherly sentences:" I bear
togetherness which pervades -the
mayor Ricard Hatcher, Georgia
no hostility.'' "! like them.''
1
air might be explained in one
State representative Julian·Bond,
'We ilre borthers.''
.
•
word: commtt'ment. Those who
and Mississippi
Clvll Rights
If this spirit of brother.hood
mann these offices are committed
leader Mrs. Fannie Lou · Haymer.
ls nqt again interupted by tribal
to raising the $500,000 needed
Jlrrimy Metcalf, a young singer
conflict, this former. British
to initiate the health care proand bango player from Marks,·
colony definitely has the potential
gram in Marks, Mlsslss!ppl.
will be featured along with other
to be the mosf powerfUJ Black
The dynamo behind all of this
m11Sicians. Earlier that same
nation in Africa, for the key to
hurried actlon ls an attractive
night, the projects art show will
Nigeria's economic development
mother of seven, Mrs. Feola . open · with a reception in .the
is oil. And It Is estimated that by
Ho It. As ,fund-raising chair- ' College of Dentistry's Student ·
1975 Nigeria will be receiving
man, Mrs. Holt spends alLounge, Works by Howard stu$!-billion a year in the form
most all of her free .time in acdents as well as other local
of royalties and taxes on ,oil.
tlvity related to the project. No
and profess)onal · artists will be
Does this have any significance
'sldewal~ superintendent• over I dlsp!ay~d · f6r, sale each week~
for Black people in America?
as much time typing and stuffing
end of drive.
.
The Nlger!arls generally say no.
envelopes as she does ma.k- t
Kissing booths, fortunetellers,
Not one Nigerian questioned felt
' ing promotional appearances on
and Black artifacts are'the.draw- '
that the end of the Nigerian
radio and TV.
Ing cards to an all-day M~§§}2:
c ivj l \Var had any special signi- ·
·
sippi style bazaar on Saturday.
flcance for Blac k people in AmerBetween bites of lunch and tele"An extra attraction ls the soul.
ic a. Onyewu attributed this to
phone· calls, she ·disc11ssed the
food tnel)u,'' says Mrs. Holt, .
the fact that as a \Vhole Blacks
suc cess of the campaign thus
adding that there will also be ·
in America "don't '· know a lot
far \ffid pointed out the high. West Indian style cu rried goat.
about what goes on in Africa. ;,
lights of upcoming events.
Music will be. provlted by VinOliver Okasl, an Ibo, apparently
"Our campaign has been
cent Lasse Combo.
felt the same way because tte
getting a lot of publi<;lty," she
That evening at 8, a Black
gave as his r eason for not grantbegan. "We were. only scheduled
Arts show will focus on the
ing an Interview that Howard' S'
to run one week on "Focus ",
"Black Voices", a Fedeval City
students in gener al and the HILLa one-minute community service
College dram a group, and the
TOP in particular had not taken
TV commerical, but . we \Vere
' ' Columj)ians, '' a group of sing- ·
a stand "either for or against
given another ·two 'veeks due to
ers and dancers from area Blac k ,
Biafra.
the tremendous response. We've
colleges.
iVhether or not the Nigerian
also appeared on David Eaton's
· Rev. Carlton A. Heyliger, minconflict has significance for
•Speak-Up' and Lovell Dyer 's
Isler of the Christian Weslyan
Black people In America may
•
''Har
am.
b
e.''
Church
of
Guyana
will
.
speak
on
depend upon your point of ·view
"The response has been so
unive.rsal love, at Sunday mornand remaln,s to be seen, but .
great that we've had to install
ing's Communit y church service
for now Nigeria ls one. One
two more phone Jines to handle
in Rankin Chapel. Howard's 80group of 62 million Black people
voice Gospel Choir will · sing
building . a na\ion of their own
the calls,'' she adOep.
at the service.

SAGAY

Ojukwu, one-time Blafran 'head
of state now safe in . foreign
exile, Mr. Sagay stated that his
country had '.' absolutely no interest in his (Ojuk,vu's) fate.''
Gen. Ojukwu's departure was
1
considered
' good
riddance''
. since his presence was a m:ijor obstacle to a united Nigeria,
Mr. Sagay said.
If Gen. Ojukwu, whose escape
from Biafr a was followed by
the capitulation of rebel resistance, returns, he will be tried .
for treason . it was explained.
Gen. Ojukwu's prosecution would
l;>egin In the country's lower
courts and he would be subject
to all the constitutional guaran-

DIAMONDS
'

'
•

.B

A

C

\\1as

Co11J1ally invites I
All studen"ts of
'
Howard University
to open a charge
account - it will

only take a few
·moments to do, so.

fought eve~ the principle of "territorial integrit y, " the diplomat
said, and · the· success of the
fed eral
government demonstrated the country's capability
to survive and grow strong and
serves as :lJi example o.f the
Black man's ability.
Seemingly In an effort to play
down ariy hint of bitterness and
to de-emphasise thenation'sfratlcldal tl!fferences, , Mr. Sagay
pointed out the government's re-

and remember there is Never ·

•

•

A Carrying Charge
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D
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CONVENIENT BUDGET TEAMS

JEWELERS
938 F ST. N. W.

conciliation

policy of ''general
amnesty" for the rebels and Ind!cated that ' the government's

concern was 'not in punishing but
in welcoming back the nation's
disenchanted.

I

• •

to appeal court dec isions, rv1r.
Sagay said .
Nigerian c ivil \Var

•

•

as looe

tees ·of due process and allowed
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or interest charge
and remember also ·
there is a

10% Discount to H.U. Stuoel1ts
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Campus hit by inci~.ents of .crime

Howard t.o stay at D.C. General

'

•

ward University developed pro'' l;loward University d<>:es not
support the concept of a single
grams which has an Impact
university managing the affairs
sign1t1cant contributions to medof D. c. General Hospital," Dr.
ical servtces at D. c. General
Carlton P. Alexis, Vice Presi- r Hospital. Howard does not Intend
dent for Health Affairs at Hoto relinquish Its present role.'•
~ard University stated WednesReferring to news articles
day durin~ an Interview.
quoting officials from George
''Such a move Is fraught with
Washington Universities, Dr.
Alexis added:
negative · Implications for our
medical community," he added,
"Howard University·notes with
reacting to pu!Jllclzed statements
pleasure the fact that both
that officials of the Georgetown
Georgetown
University
and
University School of Medicine,
George Washington University
at a hearing before the D. c.
have made verbal expressions
City Council's health and welwhich indicate a will to Improve
the health care and manpower
fare committee, offered to "run
D. c. General Hospital In a
delivery to the black population.
move to up-grade medical care
We welcomt>them tothestruggleat the hospital for the city's
one in which we have been engaged since the birth of our Unipoor.''
. .
versity.
,
Dr. Alexis said what Is needed
Is"" good management associated
"Howard University recogwith an adequate budget."
nizes a need for an Internal reHoward's Vice President for
structuring of D. c. General HosHealth Affairs said Howard Unipital. A consortium Involving the
versity was systematically exthe three local medical schools
cluded from participating in acaIs Olr preferred approach to re. · dem!c affairs at D. C. General
solving the matter of medical
Hospital until approximately ten
care and the development of medyears ago, ''at which time Hoical manpower to serve our community.''

-~

parked on Howard's campus, ~ on

tained guns, narcotics, and narcotic 1>araphernalla; which may
suggest that these . men were
dope users and/or pushers.
According to Acting Director
of Student Activities, Vincent
Jotms, "The word is out that
there is a lpt of big money up
on Howard's campus .'' The second holdup victim may have been
cons idered by the thieves to be
carrying some of this "big

Co1n1nnnity HeipJ, will be open to
unde r g·r aduates from any colJe·ge.
No previous courses in sociology
and pshchology are ·required. Ad1nissio11 also will be granted to
non-students on a non-credit
basis.

a

made Into cardroom when stu~
dents complained that card ·
players took up too much space
In ·the Punchout.
.
"When we talk 'about gambling,'' Johns informed the FllLLTOP, ''we are not talking about
little money-we are talking about
big gambling, with students observing as much as 300 to 400
hundred dollars changing hands.''
Yet It has been diff:lcult for
the statf of the center to locate
a lot of the gambling activity.
Many students know who Is
gambling, but refuse to report
to , the proper authorities. The ·
gamblers have been able to elude
the watchful eye of the staff by
devising ways of P.assing money .
without being detected.
Gambling ls a crime according to the laws of the university ·
and the District of Columbia.
Johns fears that If students do
not report gl!mbllng activity, and ·
If It Is allowed to go on unchecked, then there exists the
danger of one of these card
games ending In the shooting of
'
a Howa rd student or an Innocent
bystander. It is a known fact that
guns are being carried in and
out the center.
The first step has been taken
to remedy this perilous situation. Jotms has . submitted
a ··
.
memorandu1n to Dr. Carl E. Anderson, Vice President for Student Affairs, stating possible
\ Procedures to be f0"1lowed to end
gambling in the student center,
and lessen the dangers to the lives
of students. The recommendations in the memorandum were
devised by a committee composed
of ad 1nlnlstratlors, the campus
security chief,
and student
leaders .
The recommendations called
for the sfationing of security
personnel in the center on a"

to

Georgetown tJlans t•on1mu11ity involeme11t
Thirty under graduates will live
in a house, off-campus this sum1ner, studying psychology andsoc lalogy \Vhlle doing field work
in the predominantly black Nation's Capital.
The students wil 1 live fro1n
June 22 - August 14 with three
professors, stud y in the mornings
ru1d go into the inner-city duril1 g
the afternoon and evenings, said
01·. Ve.r onica Maz, a sociologist,
\vho .. \Vill direct . the eight-week
program sponsored by Georgeto\\'n Universit y.
The project, known as C.'\. TC H
(for Com munlty · Action Through

By Ed. Hancock

•
Two male ; Howard . students
· have been victims of robberies
outside the Uill.verslty ·center on
Howard's campus. Both holdups
have . been llnke\i
the gambling
which OCC!lrS within the center
during the late afternoon and
evening hours.
The first robbery Incident took
place on January 23, between
6 and 7 P.M. The second student was robbed almost a week
later around 6:05 P.M.
According to 1 an Informed
source, the student relieved of
his inoney in the first holdup
was
believed to have been
a
'
party to gambling activities involving students and non-students
in the centel', and that the robbery may have been an attempt
to retrieve money lost at cards,
or to collect an overctue gambling
debt.
Suspects In the January · 23
holdup have been Identified as
being non-students, and the car
they were driving, which had been
•

..

m1Jney 1'.

There is no information available yet as to the num':ler and
names of the suspects Involved
in both cases . ·
~1ost .of the gambling seems to
confined to the · Penthouse Auditorium in the center, although

Dr. Maz said the program was
founded because ' a university
l1as
to p1·epare
a student
for future living. One of the
reasons \Vt~ hear so mucl1 student clamo1· fo1· 1 1·elevancy' in
education is that \Ve have forgotten the needs of others anp
how to help them ln the college
curriculum.''

gamiJling

~vas ai1

open affair in

the m lddl e of camuus
last '
. .
semester. The Penthouse was

.

temporary basis; suspension of.
all activities which woul<! at'
tract "outsiders••, suspension of
all card playing after 5(00 P.M.
"until further notice'-', placing
up signs. stating that the center .
Is for the use of statf, faculty, ·••
and students only and signs stating that gambling Is Illegal, Increased surveillance llY the statt,
and "a program of educating the
Howard community through the
FllLL TOP of the existing problem and involving them In sol'V- ·
Ing the problem.''
The FllLLTOP's function would
be to ·state all problems as they'
now exist, report all crimes,
and to urge all students to be .
alert · and report all suspicious
persons and activities to the .
campus security guard and the
police.
·
· There has been some gambling
. found in the men's dormitories,
Involving both students :µid nonstudents, but it Is confined to
small bets on pool· games and
)
various Indoor activities. Head
counselors in the dormatories
feel that the gambling Is light '
and inconsequential.
•
But there have been major
thefts of articles such as T.V.'s,
stero
components,
radios,
•
_leather coats, and 1 of course,
money. When asked If these thefts
were the work of outsiders, head ·
counselor for Drew Hall, Joseph '
McMillan, replied, "No. Them-.jorlty of our thefts a re Inside _,

•

jobs-not necessarily the work
'
of outsiders.''
The Quad and Meridian Hill
denied any presence of gambling,
and r eported no major thefts.,
Both are co-ed dorms. One co-ed ·
remarked that, ~' It is tru~, there
ls no gambling. However, "there
are many thefts, but many gl_rls
feel that nothing will be gained
by reporting a robbery.

. Va., Md., D. C.
'

I need 10 men with cars for 12 weeks, evenings and Saturdays.
Apply --Personnel Department, NEW LOOK, Inc., 6 p.m.-9 p.m. the
we.e k of February 9, Calvert Building, Room 106, '3110 Mount
Vernon Ave .• Alexandria. Va.
•

'

•

ava

Ideas and people make our business:
We 're in the retailing . food and pers·onal
services business. And YOUR IDEAS · •
can help us do a better job .
Here's where YOU cor:ne in . we·re ·
changing . And growing. And we're look- ·
ing for bright young people who can
help us make our c hanges work . YOLJ ,
are one of the new-idea people . we 're
looking .f or.

•

•

•

WASHINGTON, D.C.
An Equal OpportUnity Employe r

The Navy's Corporate Laborotory-N RL is engaged
in research embrocing practically all branches of
physical and engineering science and covering the .
entire _range _from basic investigation of fu ndame~tal problems to applied and developmental
~

research.
•

The laboratory has a contin.uing need for physi ·
cists, chem ists, metallurgists, . mothematicians,
oceanographers, and ·engineers (electronic, e lec-

trical, and mechanical ). Appointees, who must be
U.S. citizens, receive the full benefits of the career
Ci vi I Service.
Candidates for bachelor's, master's, and doctor's
degrees in any of the above fields are invited to
sched ule interviews with the NRL rep r esentative

who will be at
•
Howard University
placement office on
february 9, 1970

1

T~1ose who for any r eason are, unable to schedule

interviews may write to The Personnel Office
(Code 1818-b), Naval Research Laboratory, Washington; D. C. 20390.

.

·th majors
.
raduates w1 I Eco·
We're seek1n~~ministrat10~ themat·
;n :· susinrs$sycho1ogY 'Mar~eting I
nom1cs L·beral. Arts· I I Mechanical
ics I
'
I Design
I Adm1n· '
Architectura I .. personnecomputer
Enginee"F~ccounting I Hotel Man·
istrat1on
. Food and .
nsporta·
Science~ / Tralfic andM1;:agement
agemMenanagement I d lndustflal .
t1on
.
I an
Enginee~1ng

.

E ngineenng. .people to turn
We want ideag fields :
. the .to//0W1n
1n

us on

.

• " RE1AILING
• eUYING
• ACCOUN11NG
, AUDl11NG
;: ' ARCH11EC1UR;NGINEERING
MECHANICAL
•
cHAND\S\NG
.
• MER

• pERSONN~~G~N1EN1
• FOOD NIA
• VENDING
ALYSIS
• svs1ENIS AN oGRANINllNG
• coNIPUlER ~:RVICES
• PERSONAL .
NGINEERING
• NIANAGENIE~N~E&
•

HERE'S OUR OFFER: You can start
out in manageme nt right now. You make
good money. You put your own ideas to
work and evaluate the results . You move
up fast. You wo.rk almost _anywhere 1n
the world. with opportunity to travel.
You 're a big part .o f our operation. And
you accomplish whatever YC?Ur talents
lead you to work toward. Thats 1t.
· .
YOU have the opportunity. We have ·
· openings. Let 's get together arid see. if '
our ideas are in the same bag .
.
.
.

•

'

•

'

.

Our representatives will be on campus
soon . See your placement director and
sign up for an interview NOW!

•

.

.

. If you can 't make otir scheduled inter.:
view date, don 't sweat it. Wri_te us direct ·
and find out if our ideas are 1n the same
bag. Write to:
•
COLLEGE RELATIONS MANAGER

.

•

DEPT. l'jP

'

ARMY&. AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE

'

Wili~~~~~R1A110N
1
.

•

·'

'

391 I WALTON WAl KER BLVD . DALLAS, TEXAS 75222
•

I

Equal Opportunity Employer

..

•

'
•

•

'

.

'

•

•

•
•

•
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Zoology Dept. bombarded
by student accusatio!ls . · ._· ·

\

I

•

Bv Pearl Stewart

•

!

.

1.

Page 5

••

'

Student discontent In the ZooMiss Powell said that Dr. Ford
logy Department reached anearrefused to do this, and that as •
crisis during the reading and exa result many members . of the
amlnatlbn period, because of the
class' were convinced that he wa8
overwhelming number of midnot converned with the welf'!-re
tef1n deficiencies (215 .out of a
of the students, especially s!rice
••
class of 225) 1 and numerous althe syllabus stated that all exams ·
legations against two Instructors
would be announced, Dr. l"ora aeln the department,'
nounced the allegation that he was
According to Dr. Harold Finunc?ncerned about the students ,
ley, who recentl y relinquished his
stating that he is "lriterested In
'
position as Chairman of the Zooanything related to the course or·
logy Department, a group of 28
any ·problems that the s tudents
students who we r e enrolled
have.''
•
•
in General Zoology , approached
Another student , who \vant ed
him on Frid ay, January 16, ·the
her name \Vitheld, because, ''1 · ·
day before the fin al exam , exhave to take the second half of .
pressing their desire to have the
the course, and I don' t \Vant Dr.
_exam ination postponed because
Ford coming to me saying 'You
they \Ve re fearful of taking the
said this or that,' " revealed that
•
exam, and dissatisfied .with the
s he had attempt ed to confer with
way ' they had been treated by InDr, Ford about p·r oblemsshe\vas
structors Joseph Ford and Geralhaving In the course. "His atdine T\vitty.
,..
titude 'Nas nonchalant.''
· Dr. Finley said that he im According to Miss Powell, •
mediately cont acted the three
prospects for changes taking
Instructors of General Zoologr,
pl ace this sem.,ster look ·dim •
(The third instructor, Dr, Clar"11ost stUdents feel that we are -:
ence Lee was not mentioned In
gett ing a duplicate of \vhat \Ve
the students• compl aints). Dr,
have last semester. " She said
Ford and Mrs. Twitty refused
that the new syllabus does not
postponement, but Dr. Lee
state that the students• gr!ev•
agreed._ As a result the examlnaances have been dealt with, but
tlon was given on the 17th, Howr ather "gives the Instructors the
'
'
ever, accordlrig to Dr, Finley
right to do thlrigs that they. were
ohly about 75 students took this
doing last semester agali)st th\)
exam.
syllabus, such · as unannowiced •
A meet!rig was then called for
tests. ,,
all Interested students, and the
(Continued o n page 9)
•
partment on Saturday, The Committee was lri agreement with the
· students•
request, but the
Instructors insisted on
meet!rig with the students
themselves, and hearing their
grievances, although Dr. Finley
.said, "The Executive Committee
advised against It.'' The meet!rig was arranged anyway, and
althqugh there was much "dialogue
between students and the two instructors, the teac hers agreed to
plan another final examination.
According to Finley, the students
v.·ho took the second exam ••were
not displeased.'•
'
Some of. the students, however, ·
did express displeasure with the
final. Cynthia Powell, a sopho•
more Zoology major, who was
among the 28 students who approached Dr. F·!riley, said that
the second fin:il was 1 'Wlfair .. ''
•
Miss Powell said that she, and
•
several other students had tried - .
all semester to reason with the ·
Instructors, especially Dr. Ford,
but to no avail, She said that a
petition was circulated, and'signed by a majority of students,
requesting that an unannounced
exam that was given lri the fall,
on which most students. did poorly, be discounted or counted less
· heavily,

.

''

\
•

•

•

I
\
•

•

King holiday
celebrated
at Cramton

\

'•

John Conyers, Congressman from Detroit, and ·r.frs. Fannie Lou
Haymer , Black activist from Mississippi, speak to a capacity audience
in Cramton on January lSth during a ceremony honoring the late Dr.
Martin Luther King'~ birthday. Conyers, who introduced the bill to
make Dr. King's birthday a national holiday, tel\s the audience that
Malcolm ·x should also be honored· nationally. He encouraged the
audience · to send. letters to their Congressmen threatening their
re-elections if they do not make King's birthday a holiday. Mrs. Haymer
told the audience that she has placed the Black struggle into the hands
of the youth. Famous for her outspokeness as a representative fn the
Mississippi Democratic convention delegation of 1968, Mrs. Haymer
gave one of the most articulate speeches heard during the ceremony.
•

••

·H. U. gets $1000 for Black hooks
The Founders Library at Howard University ls the recipient
of $1000 worth of paperbacks
from the Ford Foundation. The
paperbacks are all In the field
of black studies (African and
Afro-American culture).
•
The Ford Foundation made the
· grant through the Education Improvement
Project
of the
Southern Association of Colleges

and Schools to \ make available
these paperbacks to each of 85
historically predominantly black
colleges and universities,
A stipulation of .the Ford grant
Is that the paperbacks be circulated freely among the students.
The collection <1f books Is located In the Browsing Room
(Room 102) In Founders Library_

A special program presenting
the paperbacks Is scheduled for
February 10 1 1970 during Negro
History week (February 8-14)
In the Browsing Room, at 2:00
P.M. Dr. William Robinson, Associate Professor of .English,
will be the guest speaker •

•

•

•

•

McGRAW-EDISON

--good grooming-•

•

•

POWER SYSTEMS DIVISION

CARDOZO'S MEN'S SALON

A national manufacturer of electrical distribution
and transmission products will be on campus

2721 Georgia Avenue, N. W.
Co 5-6086

•

February 16, 1970
'

*haircuts
* facials
* manicures
•
* scalp treatments

To interview degree candidates in:

'

-

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
'

•

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.

Closed Mor:idays
Weekdays 12~7 p.m.
.Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
By appointment only.

.

•
•

HELP WANTED
(Psych Department)
-

We need 60 photos
of Black college males. We
will pay
. .
.
'$1.00 if you allow us to take your picture. It will take
five minute~. We are trying to schedule all photos on
Februc.ry· 10 in Tempo B, Room 100. For your
appointment and further information call F·recf Yaffe
at 530-4834. If you cannot
make. an appointment
.
come anyway, between 9 a.m. -- 5 p.m. on Feb.ruary 10.

•
•,

For positions in field sales, design and
development, production engineering,
and manufacturing engineering
"

Openings are for Canonsburg, Pa.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and Zanesville, Ohio
•

The Power Systems Division is an autonomous member of
the McGraw-Edison Company, with headquarters located
in Canonsburg, Pa., eighteen miles southwest of Pittsburgh
.
•

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
TO ARRANGE AN INTERVIEW
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Seniors: See the placement
•
office for on campus intervi~ws

'

F e b r u a r y .i 0, 1 9·7
. . . . . City
.Dept*•sec1t of
Soda' Services
15GO
tAve.
laltimore, Maryland

•

•

-.

'

•

-

•

•
•

•

•
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Thoughts

· By Pearl,Stewart
sense ls just as useless as all
of the otber Irrelevancies that
happen around here. At one time
lt was refreshing to be able to
talk with people on this campus
who were interested in something
other than pledging, panties, and
queens (either kind), But the
refreshment period is over. Useless rhetoric is useless, whether
it's at a leadership conference,
or elsewhere, Unless s<lme ofthls '
talk ls directed toward purposefill action, or educating and enlightening other Black people, lt
ls a waste of time -- just more
academic masturbation. And
those who indulge in this constant
conversation are . just as irrelevant and non-functional as
Greeks, queens, and other copouts.
W!th the start of the nev;
semester, before our minds get
bogged down with academics, I
think we should all exam\ne what
we're doing,_or not doing, in re-

.

I think that this type of non-

lation to what needs to be done
.

•

Open forum

•

February 6, 1970

Crime and cards•.

To ·all the heavy people

In several previous columns I
have denounced Greeks, Homecoming queens high niggers,
panty raiders Call adding up to
the typical Howardite) as people
who are not only irrelev!lllt, but
detremental to the goal of Black
liberation,
M·1
criticism has• caused many
•
students who do not indulge in
these irrelevanclt;ls (with the exception of gettin'g high) to feel
secure and important. Many of
these people pat themselves, and
me, on the back for being so
hip and together, and are always
ready to slt down and rap some
••very heavy shit,"• Personally,
I am L'etting tired of this, I
am getting tired of pointless rap.
sessions, where everybOdy tries
to be heavier than everybOdy else,
until finally nobOdy knows what
he or anybOdy else ls talking
about. And after the rapping ls
over, they all get back into their
high, and Black people are no
better off for any of It.

.

·.

.

'

Nig~rian

,

•

•

Word has reached us that incidents of violent· intrigue
have been plaguing the Student Center as this Howard
student hang out flaunts its reputation iri the D. C.
community as a casino royale.
Reportedly at least tv.io major criminal acts in as many
weeks have been perpetrated again~t students at the
Center. The first incident involved a gang armed robbery
of car.d players on the third floor and the second a violent
assault on one student on tile first floor by two men who ·
bloodied the student's eye and then• pocl<eted his cash. In
both incidents the attackers are purported to have been
non-students. In the second incident the accused attackers
in the campus community and Iii
the real community,
,.
were 11pprehended by campus pol ice.
·
·'
If, after making this examlna- \
We think that it can be ·validly argued that there exists
tlon, we find, to our amazem_ent 1 no
''invasion
by outsiders'' as some University
•
that we a~e doing nothing but
administrators have tended to argue, but the events of the
talking, we should" examine ' the·
last few weeks do- Indicate that the campus is indeed
things . that we talk about, Then
attracting a nu1nber of dangerous visitors. The reasons why
we should decide lf and, how any
of these things can benefit Black
are a matter of immediate concern to all who are members
people, If they can, we should
of the campus community. , ·
.
. . .
immediately begin to worktolm· A major attraction of th1e D. C. community's criminally
plement them. If they can't, we
have a choice of doingtviothings,
incli11ed element has been the blatant gambling which has
We can continue to talk--and be
become . commGnplace in , the Student Center. Students
useless, or we can change.
ignore the Center's reguration against cardplaying in · the
''Punch Out'' and they further ignore University
•
prohibition against gam°iling. As much as $700 is
purported to have been invplved in some of .these games of .
chance. At a·lmost . a11y t,\n:ie the casual observer of a
Student Center card game c<in see money passing under the
•
table from hand to hund.
"'The word
is out in the co1nmunity that there's . ·s ome
The Nigerian war should be a
.
.
lesson to Black people ali over
easy money to be picl<ed up here," said one observer of
the world. It should demonstrate
the Center situati.o n. Th is observation does have some
to all of the oppressed that the ·
validity and without a doub~ something should be
capitalist do 'not plan to free
them, and will · do everything in
done--by students, we think-to better a bad situation. It
• their power to prevent them from
isg really pathetic when the situation becomes so 01Jt of
freeing themselves whether lt
hand thcit campus guards are called to oust card-playing
be brother against brother1 militant against .moderate, or Muslim
students from the ''Punch Out'' at closing time as was the
against Christain,
case Wednesday night.
One solution to sonie of the diffici.;lties plaguing th~
Black people must realize that
Student Center involves ,student . cooperation. If the
unity ls the. only way to freedom,
students who play curds would
play them in the
areas
and that fig~lng among ourselves
'
.
ls only one of the many weapons
specifically reserved fur such activity and if when playing
.that the capitalist use against
cards they would not garnble, it is reasonable to· conclude
us where the only blood that
that the Student Center would be a more fit and ;~njoyable .
ls ever shead is ours.
place for students and their guests to hang out:
Human nature being as it is, there are those for whom a
Let us hope that we can learn
from these events which cost
simple request to cease and desist will be summarily
us so many Black men's lives.
ignored. In such an instalice the University 'has certain
We must strongly and sincerely
believe that victory . will only . ' enforcement powers whii:l;l it should not ·hesitate to use 'to
come through UNITY, and
the fu II est.
·
A FREE .AFRICA.
It might be interesting to see some of the booty
.
• gathered as a result of Student Center gambling raids and
arrests.

.

.

•

•

•

victory encourages Blaclc unity
By Marlene McKinley
the Ibo rebellion all testify to
the concern the nations of this
continent have for a one Africa.
The events which took place
during this 33- month old war
all heightened the contradictions
of the so called Altrustlc intentlons of the western governments.
. Though the war began over tribal
differences it was instigated by
the greed of the western capitalistic po\\'.ers for the oil in the
Eastern Region of Nigeria, Even
when
the
war was over
the capitalist were still attempting to mingle into African affairs
in an attempt at a last economic
stron.ghold in tile area.
They attempted to do this under
the guise of relief aid to the
suffering defeated Blafrans, Had
it not been for General Gowon's
insight of the situation, which
forced his deportation of the
Westerners in the country, the
Western journalist and so-called
missionaries would have probably set Nigeria back one hundred years.

Another attempt by the western
"neo-colonlallst" powers to repress any unlfled Black effort
to break the shackles of imperialistic influence has been
stlfled as the Nigerian government recovers from its recent
Civil War.
The victory of the Federal
government over the Blafran
rebels ls very significant not
just to the Nigerian peoples, but
. to Black peoples all over the
world, This victory demonstroterl.
that Black people ·are truiy interested in uniting against the
. · common enemy of all oppressed
people. And no matter what
their personal dlscrepencies may
be, they know that the greater
battle for economic, political,
and social freedom calls for
unity.
The Organization of Atrican
States' vote against the succession of Blafra, and the pilots
supplied by the Egyptians to the
Federal government to combat

I

.

The tragedy of Biafra teaches lessons
by Shirley Washington

•

.· .

·

1

•

.

"

.

•

•

I

Nig~ria

•

•
in
a
-black
power
salute
of
deelimination
would
be
.considered
,.
•
Lesson One to ·be learned
t'l.ance, we had better have some
"an internal affair". Mr. UThant
from the tragedy of lllafra ls
•
••
mighty
powert'Ul
.
weapoils
behind
would
not
even
bother
to
inspect
that one doesn't necessarily have
us or we may· pull back a nub.
the camps but would instead acThe last flames of a w~ary war of brother again~t .
to be right to win, for justice
Black defiance ls useless withcept the assurances in order to
does not always triumph, Hollybrother have finally flickered out in Nigeria. The flames
out
the
power
to
back
it
up.
keep
his
job.
And
our
African
wood and the classics notwithwere not quenched without an all too tragic parallel of
· Lesson Three ls that for those
brothers• silence would be asstanding, Those of us who supof us who think the world will
sured by the financing of a few
valuable lives being extinguished in the intervening time.
ported Blafra did so because we
save us from any racist machinadamns, schools and roads, Interbelieved that her cause was just,
Of . course civil war is not an unusu<JI phenomenon
.
tions
that
may
be
perpetrated·
national
public
opinion
would
and so lt was,
· within any modern political state when one considers such
on black folks in this country,
move on to better things. It Is
Lesson Two Is that might does
a chilling thought but with the
we ,ohave only to note the diploa political entity in the light of its organic nature. Conflict
indeed 1 make right, international
mo.tlc nlcetleS' · employed while
\vorld politics of today lt is all
public opinion rlotwithstanding,
between and among the various differentiated p<irts of the
too
possible,
two
million
people,
m
alnly
chilViafra · bucked the white intersociety .are tq a great extent a norm<> I function in · the
Lesson Four ls that It ls e~y
dren, . starved to death and little
national power structure and they
was done to save tliem. The
. to start a war but lt ls very
state's metabolism. But always that which is of prime
tore her to shreds, Nigeria dld
simple facts are that had they .
hard to stop one. That ls where
not win that war: rather the Imimportance, as with any living thing, is the unity and the
been
whitE\
some
way
would
have
a
genuinely
sincere
third
party
perialists in the guise •of MIGs
survival of the whole
corporate
body. By inference
of the
been found to feed them insplte•
could have helped, We could have
.
.
'
piloted by Russian, Egyptian and
of war. Yet some white groups,
saved our brothers lives · but
parallelism of th_e characteristics of a living organism to
other white mercenaries with
we missed our greatest chance
not governments, dld succi:ed in
British bombs and tanks and the
those of a political state Vl!e may conclude th<it there was
feeding
som~
while
the
black
race
to
be
relevant.
This
university
latest Russian
artillery did it
as much lii{elihood of Biafra and Nigeria surviving O!le next .
•
in
Africa
and
America
showed
could
have
been
a
natural
settfor Nigeria. It was a victory
ho~ little we think of the value
ing for negotiations to end that
to the other, as there is of a man and his heart surviving
for integrated oppression - black
of black lives. No wonder all
war way before it "cost two miland white against black, It was
.after one has been separated.,from, but placed next to, the
'other
r
aces
think
so
little
of
our
lion
lives
or
more,
yet
we
chose
a real victory for the status
other.
.
to ignore it, Government miniquo so that African leade rs all . worth as human beings, we have
· Biafra's demise, in this light, is not unwelcomed, although
proved that we thiri.k little of
sters from hoth sides were conover the continent can sleep betourselves with -our c:illous
tinually visiting Washington dur- : the tragedy of her people is indeed a tragedy for. us all.
ter knowing that for the moment,
ing the past two years, yet not
silence.
at least, there ls · no longer a
Without a doubt the strife 'has resulted in the. decimation
As
a
matter
of
record
the
only
didn't
we
try
to
get
them
•
challenge to their corrupt neoof a great and honorable people.
United States has never signed
together, we didn't even discuss
. colonialist regimes. The world
the anti- genocide treaty of the
the issue on lhis campus tinder
The deep· wounds and lacerations of Nigeri c> must · in
has been made safe for BPUnited Nations not that it would
the pretense that lt .was a very
Shell, Gulf, and Mobil Oil, The
tin1e heal. Although the sccn-s will re1nain, a united .N'jgerja
matter
a
damn
if
she
did.
If.
divisive
subject.
I
guess
none
'
borders that were arbitrarily
must flourish. The purported magnanimity in triumph of
someday this . country decides to
of us have ever heard of the
drawn by the European colonial
have a final solution to the black
extended family system where
the federal government is a health y sign of hope. Biafra is
powers but which were ordained
problem and we expect the third
all quarrels are settled within
in heaven could not be altered
no
more; it is hoped ' that Nigerians will. never ag<:in be
world
to
come
to
our
,
aid,
we
·
the
family,
.
.
without their approval, and they
forced to fight Nigerians because of internal suppression
had better forget it, What we
Even now, will we iearn from
have the muscle to make them
will see is a .smiling President . this war? Now that' the political
by one group of the other, or because the strength of
stick.
assuring the world that we were
issue has been -solved by force
For those of us that call oursectionc;I • pride and arrogance weakens the bonds of
put
in
concentration
camps
for
'elves black, let us take note
national unity.
'
.
our own safety and besides our
-(Continued. on page 8)
that when we raise our fists
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foreign students
honored Tuesday

•

•

••

On
Tuesday,
President
Cheek
proclaimed
Tuesday,
Feb.
10
''Foreign Student Day'' at Howard .
University , Below is the President's

•

statement on the ma tter.

WHEREAS Howard University
is fU!ly c~mmitted to the provision of quality education for
all her students ; and
WHEREAS, this University
freely opens its doors to peoples
of all lands ; and
WHEREAS, since the year
1959, Howard University's student body has had one of the
highest percentages of foreign
stydents of all universities in the
United States of America; and
WHEREAS, the United Nations
has designated 1970 as International Education Year; and
WHERE AS, the Commissioner
of the District of Columbia has
proclaimed Tuesday, February
10, 1970, as "Foreign Student
Day'' in the District of Columbia:
BE IT . THEREFORE KNOWN
THAT, I, THE PRESIDENT OF
HOW ARD UNIVERSJTY, proclaim Tuesday, February 10,
1970, as "Foreign Student Day"
at Howard University, and do
call upon all its faculties , staff,
and students to join in the extension of hospitality and best
wishes to those students foreign
to our land.

\
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including wide wale corduroys.
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swhat weU like to talk about.

OFF
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MORE MAJOR LEAGUE STARS SHOP AT YORI ·
THAN ANY OTHER STORE IN THE COUNTRY
•

CHARGE ACCOUNTS
INVITED
.
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Agerits for: Eagle Clothes, Hampton
Parle, Glenn Eagle, Arrow Shirts, Stetson Shoes and Jhe other great cloth•
1ng
names.
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Lessons to be learned from war
of arms, can we now think In
human terms ? Can ·this student
body consldek.,a/ reconstruction
project for our brothers and
sisters In Nigeria this summer?
As was the casi: during the war,
the white world has responded to
the overwhelming human suffering that has arisen from this
wa1·.

They l1ave sent doctOrs,

nurses , fOOd etc. Of course it
is not nearly enough and there
Is even difficulty In getting the
muc h needed relief into the areas

!

-

that need it most. We have
medical students , 'nursing
stu•
dents, . architectur al and engineering students and just plain
talented students \vho could
volunteer to help rebuild a shattered population and . area from
c devastating war. For instance,
one of the terrible things that
ca me out of this war, \Vas the
willful! destruction of the Unive rsit y at Nsukka where our O\vn
Hansberry collection was housed.
What a tribute it would be to
that great man if we could help
rebuild that school. It had one
of the finest libraries In West
Africa. God what is wrong with
black people! Why are we so
anti-Intellectual ? Even when
Hitler marched Into European
capitals such care was taken ·hof
to destroy works of art. While
the Nazis stole a lot of prec_lous art, they never d11stroyed
lt. Where Is our sense of history and culture ? •That will only
come when we have faith In
ourselves
and
develop
a
reverence for the lives of every
black person on the globe. Yet
I suppose all these words wlll
roll off your backs and we will
go on our apathetic . way as is
the tradition of this campus. For
what Is It to us that some Wll. verslty In some far off African
town has been destroyed or that
ch!ldren are h\Ulgry, we have our
own problems right here. Indeed
we have; and they wlll multiply.
How often have I heard that for
the past three years. Ours is the
narrow vision that allows us to
do nothing and to go nowhere.
Lesson Five ls that there will
always be some colored folks
to help the man do whatever he
wants to do to us. Many of them
will. be singing and tap dancing
on the way to the gas chambers.
I had the displeasure of attending the January 27th hearing on
Nigeria by the House Sub-Committee on Africa. Though the
· war ended more than three weeks
ago and little foo<j has reached
the heart of the former Blafran
enclave, no one expressed a sense
of urgency for the 3 to 4 million survivors of the conflict.
The hearing was like a postmortem on them or even a wake
with Mr. Diggs presiding over the
dead. In that room were three
inen, (two of whom had been
Intimately Involved with this issue), who, along with the other
black congressmen. and senator,
had it within their pWly black
hands the power to have saved
millions of black lives and still
do. Yet their sole concern . was
·whether or not the United States
came out of this tragedy smelling like a rose. It was a most
reassuring scene for those who
fear the black revolution. For the
record, Mr. Nixon wantedltclearly stated that the u ·. s. would be
doing more for the victims but
was severely limited by Nigerian
nationalism. However, he did not
question exactly what the U.S.
was doing. Mr. Ferguson, forin' with this university, took
erly
some Wlusal . pride In letting It
be known that the word "humanitarian'' has become a dirty word
In Lagos and Intimated that-perhaps the U.S. had done something wrong by feeding as many
Blairans as it had. Mr. Diggs'
only concern was the sanctity
of Nigerian soveriegnty and not
- the survival of her conquered
citizens, Of course, his attitude
came as no surprise to me for
this was the same rc1an who,
In August of last year, told me
quite smugly that he was not
at all moved by that "genocide
stuff". He said this whlle there
was stlll time to save many
Blafrans. He further stated that
'

(Continued from page 7)
"the Ibos weuld just have to
be second-class citizens, that's
all.'• I was so shocked that a
representative for my race which
ls t.;:htlng against just
such a
•
status could accept that ideas,
that I have never fully recovered

from that enco\Ulter. For the first
tim e In my life I had to consider
that the white man Just might
not have a complete monopoly on
\vickedness. This conversation
took place when a group of us
came to Walihlngton to beg all
bl ack congres smen to intercede
on behalf of the suffering people
of Biafr a. The l\vo-hour subcommittee hearing drummed on
without a singl e mention of flying in food directly to the starving popul ation either by plane or
helicopter. While Nigeria has
ruled out the use of Uli, she has
not ruled out the other two
s1nailer air fields and clearly
time was running out for many
of the . starving people, Yet in
that committee room It \Vas as
if they had •never heard of avlatlon.
The final · liberation oJ the
continent · ls off to a bad start.
Africans are In a;plncer stranglehold, There are the European
dominated nations of southern
Africa looking northward menacingly wh!le the Arab dominated
nations of northern Africa are
spreading southward through
wars such as southern Sudan and

•

•

•
•

•

Chad with mur'!lerous black dis-'
\Ullty sandwiched In between. The.
Arab traders suc.h. as theSyrians.
and Lebanese have the local businesses tied up while the mineral
wealth Is being exploited by
foreign Interests. The status quo
is very definitely not what Africa
needs to solve her problems.
Nevertheless, there are many

so- called "aware" blacks who
are thrilled with the African
nation with the lar gest and. best
equipped black arm:1on the continent. If that arm y had been used
against someone other than another black group, I might have
shared in that pride. My only
\Vonde r is now that Nigeria has

.

•

•
'
'

.

·Why squeeze a lot of Love i11to just
one day?
·
· Order a Love Bundle to arrive early.
It's a unique arrangement designed
to stretch Valentine's Day into a week.
Because the flowers Will last.
A special Valentine. Only at FTD
florists. At a special price.
Usual ly available' at
less t han

-
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•
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this a r my of 150,000 men, (\ioes

she plan to liberate Rhodesie.
end South · Africa, the way st.e
" libe rated" Blafra? I think not.
Britain and Russia are not about
to arm Nigeria to kill kith and
kin and subject them to some of
the atrocities Blafraris have been
subjected to. Only black, folks
do that . to themselves. No,
Africans cannot free them3elves
•
with borrowed g\UlS,
Contrary to _what some blacks
would have us· believe, . Nigeria _
has not won a victory for Africa.
She has not solved Africa's problems but rather she has compounded them oy eliminating at .
least 2 million or . more future ·
freedom fighters. What a hollow
victory. Indeed!
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·own prices.
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A fresh look at

The technology of mo\ling things
That's rig ht! Grumman's real business is the technology of moving· things ... men and machines in purposefu.J patterns within a great
diversity of origins, destinations and tactical situatil'.Jns. Speed is often ; but not always, the answer. Performance reliability-in 5pite
of many interfaces-is the thing .

.

In close-in combat "dog fights"-an aircraft with speed , maneuverability and armaments ... the F-14
Air Superiority Fighter.

• y landed the astronauts on the moon.
In lunar exploration-The Lunar Module which sucCessfull
f

•

.• .

•

•

.

'

In areas of enemy activity-an aircraft with track and searc h radar that can locate , identify and lock on
to the target , even in zero visibili ty ... the ASA Intruder, and advanced ve rs ions.

In early warning emergencies-an aircraft that can .extend the eyes and ears of a Navy task force at sea
through .radar and computers that alert interceptor ai rcraft to impending enemy attacks ... the 'E2A
Hawkeye, and advanced ve rsions .
·
Far above the earth, a satellite that can discover more about the evolution of the un iverse ... the
Orb fting Astronomical Observatory .

•

Add Deep Submersibles, Hydrofoi l seacratt" High-speed Ground Transportation systems, Corporate aircraft and LUnar Surface
vehicles, and you get some idea of how Grumman is extending the perimeters of the technology of moving things .

•

At Grumman the opportunity for moving is presented in abundance to Physics, Aero, Civil, Mechanical, Electrical/Electronic,
Chemical, Industrial Engineering o r Technology Majors determined to find ttie right vehicle for their careers.

Grum ma n Representa ti ves wil l .be

'
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•
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''Marooned''
spac~ thriller

Jazz and drama to make total
FA
program,
.
•

'

.

By Pearl Stewart

By Bobby Isaac.
It's really not a. bad movie for
those of you who manage to leave
your cynicism at home. Please
no sneel'ing In the audience and
try to keep your ••ahahs" to a
bare mlnlmum--there are those
sitting In seats ·around you who
are throughly Immersed in the
plot.
This Is some advice for moviegoers who might be contemplating seelng "Marooned," opening
Sunday at the UPTOWN.
The film Is every bit a spaee
suspense story, but for those ,
of us who have seen the movie '
epic in space, ••2001," there
Is a certain emptiness in our
minds, a sort of ''ho hum" feeling, we get after seeing ' this
recent contribution In the filmmakers' continuing commentary
on man's saga ln outer space. 1

Ric hard
Crenna, James
Franciscus and Gene Hackman
dawn the garb of American astronauts whose sp3:cecraft, ''Ironman !", misfires during reentry. Now what could be the
basis for a more electrifying
drama? The astronauts who have
been living for seven months
In a space vehicle which has
been circling the earth are not
too overjoyed by their predicament especially since their
' oxyg\n supply Is ru.nning low.
The marooned trio find that
their fate Is In the cool , cl a1n,
and collected hands of Chief of
Manned Space Flight In Houston,
· played by Gregory Peck, and
the Chief of U. s. 1\stronauts,
played by David Jansen.

"Archie Shepp, talented Jazz
saxaphonlst, .. composer, and playwright will spend next week on
Howard's campus as part Of a
"total experience'' being sponsored by the Fine Arts Student
Council and the Cultural Committee of the Howard University Student Association (HUSA),
under the direction of Drama
· Professor Paul Carter Harrison.
The high point of the week's
activities will be a concert featuring Shepp, and ·a one-act play
entitled "Homecookin' written by
Clay Goss, a Howard student.
Both wlll be held Thursday, February 12, In Ira Aldridge Theater at 5:00 and 8:00 p.m.
In addition two seminars will
be held with guest speakers
Shepp, and Larry ·Neal, a wellknown poet, and co-author (with
LeRol Jones) of Black Fire. on
February 10 and 12, centering
around the topics of Black music
and drama. The rest of the week
Shepp will be working with the
cast and band of his upcoming
play "Junebug,'' which will be
presented by the Howard Players
beginning March 20 In Ira Aldridge.
.
The main purpose of the progr a m,

according

to

Cultural

Committee Chairman Norman
'
Reid, Is "to establish
an Intimate and Inspiring relationship
betw\len the '\Ud\ence and the ·
artist--total .com1nunlcation.''
Reid further explained that Shepp
is Ideal for ,(his program because of his versatility In the

arls. Reid stated, ••He (Shepp)
communicates verbally, mus~
lcally, and In writing.'' .
According to Reid, Goss' play
fits In with the total atmosphere,
. ''becaus(l It Is lnltmate, and relates to us Intimately.''
.
In separate Interviews Shepp
and Goss discussed their art
In general, as well as In rel.atlon to next week's progr;un,
They both feel that their wQrk
must serve to educate Black
people.
·
.
"To have any Instructive innuence · on Black people's
'

asserted, ''ls feeling. Atthesirne
time that Is the genius .of the
Black theater.'' At this point
Shepp made reference to Goss'
play "Homec09kln", which Goss
himself. has described as ••nonverbal.'' According . to Shepp;
"Not only can plays and poems
be non-verbal; but music Is the
metaphor that proves this.''
J\..slde from describing his own
creative wrltll\g as ••non-verbal
or ••non-wordal," ' Goss term,e d
Shepp's music "no:i-chordal,'' a
term to which Shepp nodded, but
simply commented, "Music Is
naturally symbolic.''

togetherness.'•
This "feeling" which Is so
essential to Black people, ls what
this ••total" program is all about.
HopefU!ly, the Wllty and togetherness of this ••total experience"
will transend to all of the par-.
tlclpants~
·

•

Similarly, ''Homecookin'' is

--_.,r

somewhat symbolic; It symbolGOSS
izes "the coming together of the
college and community.'' Goss
..
feels that this merger Is neces'
sary for the benefit of each.
(Continued from
!;jl,1i
"Black art must be community•• •
Oriented. It's Images and symbols
Dr. Ford. howgver,
tect
should deal With real happen- such pessimism. He stated, "lf
ings."
.
I had the attitude that I was
Shepp was equal! y concerned · not going to do anything about It
with the unity of Black people. ,r would resign.'•
'
"This Is a time of coming toThis statement ties In with obgether. Polarity has begun to servations made by Student Aspull together for the first sociation
President. Michael ·
tlmt>," Shepp attributed this to Collins, who after sitting in on
the assassination of Martin
the meeting at which the two InLuther King and Malcolm X.
structors were present, remaPk''We have emerged from these ed, "I don't think that they should
experl~nce.s with more feeling of
be allowtld to teach, anywhere."

)

''

Zoology.

\

SHEPP
,
' '
m1nds," Shepp said, "Is the task
of the so-called Black artist,''
He defined the "Instructive Influence'' as ''that which moves
them to constructive rebellion
against tradition and systematic ally l1nposed terror." ·
- r---:-------------~~~~~..,...,...,...,.---'"""l
Shepp explained that he ate ·(.
'
tempts to exert this Influence ..
on the mlnds of the people, by j
When you know •
relating to the basic experiences
of Blacks. ''The major portion
•
it's for keeps
of t he Black exper.lence," Shepp
·
All yo.ur sharing,
al l you r special memorie ~
will be forever
symbol ized by yo ur
diamond engagemen t ring
If the name,
Keepsake is in the ring
and on the tag ,.
you are assu red of ·
fine quality and
lasting sat is.faciio n
The engagement diamond
is flawless ,
o f superb color and
precise modern cut.
Your Keepsake Jewe ler
has a choice se lection
, of ma ny love ly styles .
He's li sted in
the yellow pag es
under "Jewelers ."

Congratulations
•

The action surrounding the desparate, split-second resuce attempt seems to me a bit passe
and Is filled with all the romantic rlgamarole and flaunting flourishes of "Gone With
the Wind," as Lee Grant, Nancy
Kovack, and Marlette Hartley
play the rather stilted roles of
the Astronauts' wives anxiously
awaiting their brave, virtuous
men's return to terra firma.
The film can easily be labelled
a prep0sterous soap opera--then
preposterous 'Soap operas are
pretty popular these days.

I ··

to
Mr. Haskel H. Lowery, Jr.
arid his mate
on the coming of
the baby in June.

•

•
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classic
BLACK;POSTERS

•

•

•

•

•
•
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•

f~£ G 1 ~ 1£R EO

eeP-sake '
OIA M ONO

'

RINGS

\

•

•

Benin Mask
. 23"

$2.00
l

What happens to
$1.50
'
a dream deferred?
23"x29"

29"

•

'
$1.DO

•

!J" 121·

'

.

•
•

•

•

$2.00

Dan Mask

23" l 29"

How many years...
19" x25"

$1.50
•

-------------------------- - II.
; ORDER NOW FOR YOUR HOME, SCHOOL, OFFICE, OR UNIQUE· GIFT ITEM

• Please send .me,

Our posters are printed in gloss finish on highest quality paper. Col•

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

lection includes other hard-to-get black posters, including person

Quantity

alities and current events. Please request any posters not shown
.................. Dan Mask Liberia
.................. '68 Olympics
.................. How many years .. .
.................. Dream Deferred
.................. Benin Mask (red ., .,blue ...... ivory .. . )
.................. Other, not shown ........................................ .
Name ................ ............ .... ... ...... . .......... .
Address ............................................................................................ .
,
, ······································t-········· Zip ......... ........... .
Enclosed find check/ money order for ................ ........... ..
(No C.0.0.'s accepted)

ADO 25c POSTAGE HANDLING

Mail order to ,
•
ULOZI ENTERPRISES
P.O. BOX 637
MANHATTANVILLE STATION
t~EW YORK, N. Y. 10027

----------------~-------

--

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

1891

•

•

·-~----------------------,
I HOW TO PLAN YOU.R ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I

I and
Please send (lew 20 Pcge book let, '' Plann in g Your Engageme nt and Weddin g '' I
ful l co~or, fo lde r. both for only 25c . A lso. tell me ho w t o obt ai n th e bedutiful
""
o.
a
ge Br ides Keep~ d kr. 8 00 ~ at h,,!f pr ic e.
5 .70 I
I
I
.

II •....
I
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Africa~

--.... ,. .,.

. .

'

. .

,.

,,;

. ' '
•

•

•

•

Ba l uba . Helmet Mask

Sculpture

Co llection Kather i ne White Reswick, Cleveland

''Z''..one
. of year's best pictures
The tragic and mysterious
death of the Greek peace movement leader, Gregarious Lambrakis, during the Polaris base
controvers y in 1963, and the
events that followed which precipitated the eventual coup In
Greece, are all part of the new
motion picture 1 1 Z'', one of the
most pertinent political commentaries ever to be fllmed on
,the modern screen. ·
,

yel

. Voted best picture of the
by the New York Critics Award,
" z " Is able to bring together
internationally known stars such
as Yves Montand and Irene Papas to give truly realistic historical accounts leaving no room
for sensationalism.
·
A French production filmed In
Algeria, ''Z'' is able to recapture the true mood of a
politically unstable country be
set by violent demonstrations and
ready t.o erupt at any moment.
Exhibiting that character In a
m:m which makes him willing
to die for what he truly believes
in, the picture begins on the eve
of the death ·or Lambrakis, a
•

Greek Deputy and P rofess or dedicated to peace as he prepares

for

an

anti-polar!s

missile ·

<

''

• ••

Even conservative profs rebel
· against smear tactics on term
piipers. You're always better off
with erasable Corrasable" Bond .
An ordinary p~ncil eraser l~ts
. =---= :=:::;.i::
··---·--··----·
you erase without a trace on
EATON'S CORRASABI E
Eaton's Corrasable typ,eTYPEWRITER PAPER
writer pape"r. At college book__ ,,,_.,.,,.,.._,_ - ...
stores and stationery· stores.
--······ --··-· - · .....

··-·

Continuing through February~ at the National
Gallery· of Art, Sixth Street and Constitutior1
'
Avenue, on the ground floor is the premiere
sh owing of 200 African figures and
ceremonial masks from private collections and
museums in the United States, Europe, and
Africa. The exhibition has been selected by
William Fagg of the British Museum and is
circulated b'( the' International Exhibitions
Found.ation.

lly Marlene McKinley
speech in the city of Salonika.
Lambrakis, power fully Yves
_Montana, has been warned by
police and threatened by anonymous
phone
c'alls not
to give this speech, but he gives
it anyway, and ends his ' life In
a terrifyingly brutal assaslnation by two members of a rightwing political group. The assallants, who ~ lub Lambrakis as they
run him over In a tripoter, are
authentically performed by Renato Salvatori and Marcel Bozzufi.
When contradicting evidence Is
brought to the surface concerning the alledged "regrettable
traffic accident'' as it was recorded 1n the official records, ,
pressures force the government
to designate an Examining Magistrate to Investigate the Incident.
The conspiracy that Is uncovered by the •Investigating
judge, a sincere bureaucratic
searching for the truth, played
by Jean-Louis Trintignant, and
a young photographer, Jacque
Perrin, reveals the intent of high
ranking mllitary officials as well
as police accomplices, and suggested foreign influences to surpress the peace movement.
The .cesults of the trial of these

__....

·-

•

-

•

'

·.
•

-

Only Eaton makes Corrasable 11'

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Division of textron l 'Pittsfie ld. Massachusetts 01201

Smudge-ins ·
are out!
•

· ·
officials, and the Greek military
coup which took place in 1967
involving mmy· of these s ame
officials are so realistically and
honestly projected In "Z'', that
they frightfully and brutally tell
us that this Incident could ta:ke
place anywhere, and that our
freedom IS not irrevocable.
•
A picture of eontemporar.y Issues In a realistic setting, '. 'Z' '
Is a must for everyone. If you
are not politically involved this
picture will force ·vou to be. It
can be seen at the ' Cerberus I
on 22 and ''M'' streets.

•

•

•

•

..

'

•

•
•

••
J

"

•

,
.

'

•

••

•

••
•

.
•

•
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WOULDYO.
U
.
RECOGNIZE
. .. A
. ,.
BECHTEL
. ENGINEER
•
IFYOU
SAW ONE?
.,

•

'

•

'
'

...

Probably not.
.

•

They don't really look that d:fferent from any other
engineers. Maybe one even lives in your hometown.
It's what Bech tel .Engineers DO that sets them apart.
Workin g for the company that is internationally known
, as a pioneer ... the one that tackles the tough,
the interest ing, the " can-it-be-done?" jobs . . . The Bechtel
Engin eer is the one who is there.
Becht el Enginee rs provide complete profess iona l services, fron1
econom ic fe asibility studies and conceptu al estimates to design ,
constru ctio n and pre-ope rational pl a nt tes ting and start-up.

•

Bechtel has offices in New York Citv , Wa shington , D. C. ,
Los Ange les, and Houston wit h world headq_uarters in
SAN FRANCISCO.

Are You A
Find

Olli.

~echtel

'

Engineer?

' .

If yotJ're tired of us i ng
• •
I
two or more separate so·
lutions to lake care of
•
•
your· co ntact lenses , we
•
have the so luti on. It's
Lensine the all -purp ose
, lens sol ut io n fol com · Lensine exclu'sive for Bacteria cannot grow i n
plete. co ntact len s care - prope r lens hygiene. • It Ler.isi ne. •Caring for con·
preparing, cleaning, and h as been demons trated tat t le nse s can be as conve nie nt as wearing th em
soaking. • Just a drop or
with Lensine , from the
two of Len sine be f ore you
.Murine Company, Inc.
inse rt yo ur contacts coats
a nd lubrica tes the lens
surtace making it smooth·
· er and non-irri tatin g.
Cleaning your contacts
(
with Lensine retards the
buildup of fore ign de·
posits on the lenses. •
Len s·ine
.
. . is sterile, self·
sa ni t izing, and antisep· that improper storage
tic making it idea l for between wearings may ,
t
storage of your len ses result in the growth of
•
I
between wearing periods. bacteria on the lenses.
And you get a removable This is ·a sure cause of eye
storage case on the bot· .irritation and could seri'
tom of every bottle, a ously endanger visio·n.

··~-

"

.

.

'

Find out about a career in Project Design, Estimating, or

Construction for MECHANICAL , ELECTRICAL, CIVIL, CHEMICAL
or NUCLEAR engineers.
Find out by contacting vo ur college placement office or write toe
College Relations Supervisor, Department 20
•
Bechtel Fi!tv Beale Street, San Francisco, CA 94119
•

•

•
•

•

'

•

,

•

•

Bechtel is an equal opportun ity employer m /f.
•

•

•

•

•

.

•

•

•

•

'
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B-. i sons d _o wn Livingston
•
•
•
80-60 in conv1nc1ng Will
•

Jud 0

OJ>l

By Millard Arnold
cr o\vd

the

Ho\vard Universit)1

Bisons played host to and beat
the Bears of Livingstone College.
The Bisons we re seeking blood
hoping to avenge an earlier 7471 overtime loss to the Bears.
The victor, gave Ho\vard their
tenth victory against eight set•
backs.
,
Placing five players in double
figures Howard breezed to a
convincing 80-60 win over
Livingstone.
With a dazzling display of
tenacious defense Howard limited
their opponents in scoring and
out jockled them for good position under the boards. Gordon
Thomas and Tommy Lee were
the point men in the zone defense and Frank Speels, Calvin
Shingler, and Larry Jiggetts
played the back.
Using a set play designed for
Ne\v Yorker Gordon Thomas, the
Blsons were able to score con-,
slstently from the baseline. When
Thomas could not shake free,
the ball was given to "Mr. Spectacular," Larry Jiggetts who hit
••
on the l,ong bombs.
Spelfs did an astounding job
both on rebounding and scoring.
Spells managed to collect.key rebounds frc:.m the front line of the

l} h ~1 s
'

•

•

Playing before a near capacity

.C I u

' Bears .

Wl1en . Ho\varj'.i's

•
• • • •
1 n11 s t1 t'
'

dom-

i't1lL11·e f'or· '7()

inance of the g:ame was dubious
Spells corrected the situation by
putting the ball through the hoop
at w!IL
•
For the Bears, leading scorer
William Furguson kept his team
in contention at least during the
first half when Howard lead 3824. He was aided by leaping forward John
Allen who
connected
.
.
with 14. Furguson had game scoring honors with 28 points.
The Blsons, now 6-4 In the
CIA,, and in fourth place, with
possible wins in their upcoming . --~
games may make them contenders for the .CIAA tournament.
In previous games, Howard
edged Morgan State 63-61; lost a
heartbreaker to Delaware State
College 88; 87; fell to Lincoln
University 84-81; . , and then
downed Virginia Union 104-102
In overtime~ The Blsons had lost
an earlier encounter to Union at
hom e 84-81, and the victory was
doubly sweet as Howard vaulted
past Union Into fourth place In
the Northern Division race for a Larry Jiggetts leaps to shoot as Calvin Shingler and a Livingston piny er
look on.
.
playoff berth.

-

4"5
-

.

,--..., r""\.--.. '

•

! '
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By Gary P Li ndsay
"

Judo has been a club _ sport I'
at Ho\va~·d University since 1966,
and in that period Bison Squads
•
have taken third place in the
Eastern Collegiate Judo Champlonshps twlc~ . This years te~ m .
can be assured of taking "at
'
least second Place,' "according to
Coach Dong J a Yang.
.
yang' s re a.son for such optomlstlm ls based on the -strong
showings of Lewis Coffee, first
deg ree brown belt, Harold Neal,
Second degree brown' belt, and
Thompson, another second degree brown belt, "Ii I could get ·
two m·o re students with tl_le fundamentals and techniques of
Coffee, Neal, and Thompson I
could take first place in the
nationals," stated Yang,
Ii Yan's predictions
come
true ~he Howard University Judo
Club will be well known not
only along the eastern seaboard;
but throughout the nation ·at the ,
end of this season,

.

•
r-~

'

'

Judo Professor
to bring 30
Koreans to U.S.

7

-.

I'

by BurkmaQ Pollard

I

Dong Ja Yang, Howard University's judo and karate Instructor, says he plans to import
thirty Korean hand fighting specialists onto college camp_u ses
throughout the United States,
In liis own way his proposed
venture has the ear marks of
the Late Dr. Martin luther
King's philosophical approach in
the face of discouraging odds.
"I have a dream," he quipped,
A perfectionist, he ls the only
man in the United States or Korea .
to hold 5th degree rankings in
Tae Kwon Do (Korean Karat.e)
and Judo. His hopes are to bring
Korean students to America· with
the Idea of exchanging their "Tae
Kwon Do" skills for a college
education.
From there Y;mg says he plans
to introduce the oriental art to
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association. If successful Korean
Karate will be faced with trying
to wedge Itself between football,
baseball, track and basketball.
Although most of his designs
are stlll on the drawing board
Yang ls ·gathering interest for his
project through letters and telephone conversations with his
~ ''friends'' at home.
His p!tch ,!s, ''they would come
<in a work-aid-plan. All will have
to· speak English, and know Tae
Kwon Do's · fundementals, The
entire project wlll be kept In
line with a str!ck university budget,•• he said.
Then he noted that the value of
Tae Kwon Do Iles In it being a
sport. A high development of
scholarship !s garnered through
the physical, mental, technical
proficiency offered by Tae Kwon
Do, according to Yang.
Otis Hooper, a novice black
belt views the Howard· Instructor
as the epitome of these characteristics. "Yang Is · regarded as
a breath of fresh air,•• the Korean
stylist said.
·
·
"His approach to his students
and the art Is based on a definite amateur . level. With his
knowledge, Yang could be rolling

•

'

•

•

•

•

"

•

career·

•

•

a soc1

•

•

consctence:

an explanation and an invit·a tion to career-seeking graduates·.
What's a career with a social conscience?
Quite sin1ply, one that offers responsibility and challenge on the one hand. And social involvement and
commitment on the other.
One that can be financially satisfying without sacrific. ing emotional values.
One where progress is baised on performance and
merit.
.
In short, the kind of rewarding career that a company
like Prudential offers you.
Our basic business, of course, is to p · tect the basic
• ·unit of society-the family. But we've xtended our
social involvement to helping fight tirba decay' and
unemployment.
By investing in new businesses a,n d new factories. -

'

'
•

By providing funds for low-cost housing. And, in
addition, our people provide the leadership required
to build hospitals, colleges, and libraries.
In short, Prudential is concerned with not just life
itself, but with the quality of life. This is the kind
of company we are. And not py chance, but by -choice•
If you're a socially-conscious graduate, we'd like to
have you join us. In marketing, management, invest- ·ments, applied computer technology, accounting, sales,
or actuarial areas.
0

•

•

•

Drop into your college Placement Office. Find out
when the Prudential representative is scheduled to
visit your.campus. Then make an appoint'!'ent to talk
to him about -a career that offers both tangible and
intangible rewards.

'

'
•

•

The Prudential Insurance

an equal opportunity employer

IContinued on page 12)

•

Company of America
0

•
••

..

'
(

'

•
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And another thing
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C.I.A.A. sends 1 7 players to pros

By Millard Arnold

by Patty Sigmon

All·Marciano ''Super fight.•• By now it's common knowledge that Ali was
knocked out by Marciano in the 13th rOund. Something that would not have

happti :c -t in actuality. Wh.ile working with the Evening Star, I was assigrted to
interview All before t'lje fight. lirom that encounter came this stOry.
;

I glimsped hlm as I entered the cafeteria. He really wasn't hard to
miss. And yet somehow he • was different. He was talking as I angled
over to his table. ·
.
•
As he watched me approach the conversation died down
"I'm Millard Arnold with the Evening Star." He glanced to his
business associates as If to question my credentials. A voice spoke
· up from the right. - "Fine, I'm Joe Moss of Wornor Production and
l'm•sure you know the cham.?.''
'
M'Jhammad All. Champ. Form9r champ of the heavyweight your
point of view. He extended his hand and I was surprised by it's flabbiness and apparent Jack
strength.
.
·
Ali and his tour were in town to promote the upcoming computer
fight between him and the late Rocky Marciano. I and others in the
sportswriting business were the champ's invited breakfast guest
•
at the Shoreha1n Hotel.
At 6-foot-3 and 238 powids, Ali reall y doesn't need a promoti\)n
ag·ent. He is Imposing, beautiful, captivating and the Champ. ·
I watched him as he talked. He had everyone's attention and he
knew it. li e was in a ring of semantics, and he was boxing with words
and \Vinning. Someone asked him had he had any previous training
before taking the lead · part in "Buck White,'' a play that folde'd after
it 's first week's run.
He rear ed back in his chair and placed both hands behind his head.
11
Man,'' he said softly, ''I've been acting all my life.'' he grew silent
'
.
and stared off into space. Someone
laughed and mentioned
All's
antics before the first Sonny . Liston fight when he would shout and
rant about the ' ' Big Bear.''
.
.T hat brou11:ht him back. He started off again talking about everything.
Food, politics, school, his family, his lucrative business dealings
the computer · fight, And then som eone lasked him about his pend~
contion for draft resisting.
It was as If he'd caught a surprising roundhouse right. He stopped
in mid-sentence, I felt him grow cold, cover ~ up and withdraw. It
lasted barely a second before he was on top of us again with a flurry
of words. He was hurt and now he was attacking. We retreated before
him and someone shifted the vain of conversation.
Ile talked of his sincerity, of the youth today, of the race problem
and boxing, He talked about ho\v he was tired of fighting and that he
was bigger than that now, How he wanted to accomplish bigger goals---goals .for his people. Goals as a human being.
And now someone asked about his suspension from the Black Muslims,
his religion, and what effect it .had ha<j on him. His face fell, and he
grew pensive, "It hurt. It hurt like nothing in the \Vorld had ever hurt.
I never felt pain like that in all my life, not even when I was boxing."
Again he was quiet sadden. He was on the floor and it was unusual
~ for him, A nervous twitch developed in his jaw. Someone coughed to
break the stillness. He looked up his face strangely calm. Looking
around him he took a deep breath and came out for round two.
"That Marciano, what a fighter. U he were alive today.;,:•
I wasn't ,paying attention. I was lost in thought. Only the scuffling
of the chairs as people prepared to depart revived me.
The writers drifted away lri small groups chatting 9ver the latest
"Cassius Clay'• interview, His business ass<><;lates ;md promotional
agent were busy negotiating T. V. arrangements. And Muhammad was
'
alone.
.
I was still seated. He walked over and put his hand on my shoulder.
I looked up and he said: "You 'understood me huh Bro? "
And I just shook my head.

Heading the list is Raymond •
Chester, Morgan State's 220
pound tight end who was picked
by the Oakland Raiders and Doug
Wilkerson .a guard frol1) North
Carolina Central who was taken
by the Houston Orlers.
•
Both were selected
on
the
first
.
.
round and before such named
stars as Helsman Trophy winner Steve Ov;ens of Okalahoina
and Jim Otis ·r unning back from
Ohio State.
'

.

'

Pt

San Francisco 49'ers
(16)
Prod us
Per·kins, ~
Liv i ngst o n

•

·

San Diego Chargers
·
(4) Pettus Farrar, rb, ?f Nolfolk State

Balt imore Colts •
(4) Ara Pearson, te, of M o r9an State
Detroit L io ns
.
(3) Jim Mitche l l, de, of Virginia State
New York Jets
(:8) James Will iams, db, o f Virg i nia
State
.

C incinnat i Benga ls
(14) Joe Johnson, wr, o f J .C . Sm i th

,

Dallas Cowboys
•
(1 5 ) Mark Washington, db, oi Morgan
State
.
!1 6 ) ~ulian Mart i n, wr , o f North ,
Caro lina Central

Houston Oilers
(3) William Dusenberry, rb, of J.C .
Smitt1

O akland Raider s
(3) G erald Ir o ns, de, o f Mary land
State
.
(5) Art Laster, t , ' of Mary l and State

db,

of

Atlanta Fa lcons
(5), Paul Reed, t, of J.C . Smith _

•

•

H.U. makes

I

.Professor Yang

•

weeks stat1st1cs

(Continued fron1 page I I)
•

by Patty Sigmon
Howard U. was well repre- ·
sented in the weekly statistics
of the ~rea's university basketball scoring leaders as released
by the Washington Post on Feb.

2.
Howard was the only uniterslty
to be represented by all five of
Its ·starters, The Blsons were
led by Frank Spells, a sopho•
more from York Pa. with 17
goals, 264 points and an overall .
·average of 15,5, Frank was followed by Larry Jiggetts, a sophomore, from Wash. D.C . · with
15 goals, 2!9 points and a 14,6
average.
Larry . Eato, a junior, froin
West Hempstead, N. Y. is scoring
at a 13,l pace on 16 goals and
167 points. Calvin Shingler, a
junior, from Wash. D.C. making
a comeback alter last year's knee
injury, was fourjh with .a 10.4
clip on 16 goals and 167 points,
The. final with 17 goals, 175
points and a 10,3 average.

money sucked from students eager to learn kar ate. But he once
told me that this degr ades the
sport, and will have nothing to do
with It.''
A competent physical education
teacher, Yang has his 'BA' and
'MA' degrees, and is but a few
credits a"'.ay from his doctorlate.
A purist, Yang becomes erred
at a laymen's attempt at defining
Tae K)Von Do. "It ls not just
karate," the. one ti1n e Olympic

trainer insists •. I feel television
'has exploited the real forms of ·
my art.
"other forms depend upon the ·
' old principles. Ours ls a m•1cb
more modern technique, We
stress the theory of dynamic
principle, Then we took the
best
•
ideas from each and molded them
ours.''
..
. This Is the trade Yang . wants
to make with the Americans.•

{11to

POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR THE 1970 SEASON AT
CAMP CHIOUETAN

a non -sectarian and interracial
private boys' camp in Lancaster Co., Pa.

/

\

·'

ADMINISTRATIVE· MEDICAL· FOOD SERVICE· PROGRAM
•
~pecialists

.

and General Counselors

·

$EE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR MORE INFORMATIO
•

Write:
•

~

•

'

'Phone:·

Camp Chiquetan, Inc.
1018 E. Mt. Airy Ave,
Phila., Pa .. 19150
(215) CH·B-0514

•

..

•

WHAT ARE YOUR ·P LANS?

'

Basketball game t;rashed

The al'ea's local team, the
Wahington Redskins, drafted
Mack Alston, a tight end fr9m
Maryland State on the ninth round,
others selected in the draft are · ·
as follows:
The . number preceeding . the
players name show the order of
which they were drafted,

The Central Intercollegiate
Athletic Association, the conf.erence that Howard participates
in, sent 17 players to the pro
ranks in the recently held pro
football draft.

Muhammad Ali was in Washington during the semester break to promote the

'

(7) Benny Johnson, db, of J.C. Smith
(13) Richard Dawkins, te, of J.C. ,
Smith
,

•

•

'
•

•

•

l

For college students seeking
•
a challenge
choose a career in ' Dentistry

•

•

By Greg Sashi Kearse
Howard basketball fans h:i\I a
me a warmth indiscr!bable.
rare treat Monday night at HoWhen I ,finally realized that
ward's gymnasium. During inter- .
they _were playing a game I demission of the Howard-Livingclded to join in on the tun and
stone contest, . a group of ~boys
announce . their game over · the
flocked onto the court with a
loud speaker. 1· designated -one
basketball. For 1a minute or so
team the N. Y. Knicks and the
the b6ys just threw the ball up
other the Cincinnati Royals. I
to the hoop and every time the
have .not had so much fun s!Iice
_ball went in the crowd roared.
my grandmother borrowed my
The cordiality of the crowd
roller skates and fell on her
gave the kids an added incenfunny bone (?).
tive, so, the boys chose up for
The kids· really got a big kick
a game with five men on each
out of It, as did the fans, \ and
side, I did not notice these hapmyself especially because J felt
penings as I was busy preparing
like the llason between the boys
to read the half-time statistics
and the crowd. Since everyone got
for the varsity game.
such a big thrill out of It, inSilence became a mighty roar
eluding the infamous university
as one of the boys rand down the
ot tt
tt
ak
court dribbling the ball between
police, why n a emp o m e
·
It a reguiar thing, The little
his legs like a superstar, and
brothers in the Howard comwent in for the layup. I looked
munity deserve as much attention
up from the microphone and "If; as anyone else!
smiled inwardly. The sight gave

'

'

...

'

•' .

'

•

A,

BECOME

D. D.S.

,
•

•

•'

•

'
•

CALL RODGERS TRAVEL BUREAU
•

•

3903 Georgia Avenue. N. W.
723-7100

Community Service
Q)

for all of your travel needs.
We sell all transportation tickets
- airline, buses, cruises, and tours at official rates.

'

•

'

•

Leadership · Independence·
•
Security
'

For admission requirements and other information call 797-1330

Only franchised Black-owned and operated travel agency
'
in the D. C. area,

.
Bus and air charters for groups are speciality. Before you
.

•

•

'

or visit .the office of the Dean at 600 W St., N.W.
Next dental apptitude test- ·------ - - April. 24 or 25, 1970
·Applications must be in by------ '-- April• 6, 1970
•

buy - let us help you compare costs.

'

•

•

•

"

'

•

'

•
•

•

•

,

